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730 A. G. Kuz'minlimit of solutions u" of the third-order equation "uttt + Lu = f as "! 0. The study ofthe basi problem has made it possible to analyse other problems for equation (1.1) anda perturbation problem for transoni ow in the nozzle [15 - 16℄. Further developmentsof the theory provided a framework for analysis of transoni ow with a loal supersoniregion under a boundary ondition that prevents formation of shok waves [17℄.We note that a number of attempts to study transoni ow admitting shok waves[8 - 13, 21℄ faed huge mathematial diÆulties beause of the entropy ondition tobe held aross the shoks. In a reent paper [11℄, Gamba and Morawetz establishedsolvability of a visous model for a system of equations governing the veloity potential'(x; y) and the gas density �(x; y). Also, they proved the existene of a onvergentsubsequene ('"; �") with a limit ('0; �0) as " ! 0. However, it has not been provedthat the limit is a weak solution to the invisid system.In this paper, we pursue the study of transoni ow without shok waves. Thetehnique for obtaining a priori estimates is modi�ed, and the analysis of the basiproblem is presented in a form whih is most onvenient for transoni ow researh.In Setion 2, we formulate a problem for ow with subsoni-supersoni transition in anozzle. Setions 3 - 5 are onerned with solvability of the basi problem for equation(1.1) in the ase of two independent variables. In ontrast with [15, 17℄, we avoid usingthe variables (x; t), whih are relevant in the general theory of mixed type equations, andanalyse the basi problem diretly in the physial (x; y)-plane where the ow is governedby the von Karman equation. In Setion 6, solvability of the nonlinear perturbationproblem for ow with positive aeleration is established.2. Formulation of the problem for transoni ow in a nozzleFor simpliity, we onsider the nearsoni approximation, in whih a steady potentialow of invisid gas is governed by the von Karman equation [4℄( + 1)(1� 'x)'xx + 'yy = 0 (2:1)where ' = '(x; y) is the non-dimensional veloity potential and  > 1 is the ratio ofspei� heats. We presribe the standard slip ondition 'n = (r';~n) = 0 on the walls ofa nozzle, where ~n is the normal vetor. Using asymptoti expansions with the deviationof the wall ontour from a straight segment [5℄, one an replae the ondition 'n = 0 onthe walls by 'y(x;�1) = ��(x), where �� are the angles made by the tangent to theupper and lower walls with the x-axis. Hene, the problem for ow in a nozzle an beformulated in a retangle of the (x; y)-plane as follows (see Figure 1). Find a solution' of equation (2.1) in the domainGnoz = n(x; y) 2 R2 : 0 < x < lnoz and � 1 < y < 1osubjet to the boundary onditions'(0; y) = 0; 'x(0; y) < 1'x(lnoz; y) > 1'y(x;�1) = ��(x) for � 1 < y < 1for � 1 < y < 1for 0 < x < lnoz:9>=>; (2:2)



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 731By virtue of (2.2), the ow veloity is subsoni at the inlet and supersoni at the outletof the nozzle. However, its values are not presribed.

Figure 1Let ' be a solution to problem (2.1), (2.2). If the ontour of the walls is slightlyhanged, then the angles �� and the ow�eld undergo small perturbations. Both ' andthe potential 'f of the perturbed ow satisfy equation (2.1). Therefore, the di�ereneu = '� 'f is governed by the equation(1� 'x + ux)uxx � 'xxux + 11+uyy = 0: (2:3)The boundary onditions with respet to u follow from (2.2):u(0; y) = 0uy(x;�1) = f�(x)) (2:4)where the funtions f� are perturbations of ��. Along with (2.3), let us onsider thelinear equation Lgu := (1� 'x + g)uxx � 'xxux + 11+uyy = 0 (2:5)in whih g is a given funtion. At g � 0, equation (2.5) redues toL0u := [(1� 'x)ux℄x + 11+uyy = 0: (2:6)Theorem 1. Assume that ' 2 W 2;2(Gnoz); 'x(0; y) < 1 and 'x(lnoz; y) > 1. Inaddition, let 'xx(x; y) > 0 a.e. in the domain Gnoz, that is the aeleration of the givenow be positive in the nozzle. Then the linearized problem (2:4); (2:6) an have at mostone solution u 2W 2;2(Gnoz).Hereafter W p;2(Gnoz) denotes the usual Sobolev spae of funtions with derivativesup to the order p; whih are square-integrable over Gnoz . The assertion of the theoremfollows from [22: Lemma 2℄. Below we present a simple proof of Theorem 1 (see [15℄)for methodology purposes.



732 A. G. Kuz'minProof. If there are two solutions u1 and u2 of problem (2.4),(2.6), then u = u1�u2satis�es equation (2.6) and boundary onditions (2.4) with f� = 0. Integrating L0u �uxover Gnoz and using Green's formula, one obtains the identity� 2 ZGnoz L0u � ux dxdy= ZGnoz 'xxu2xdxdy + Z�noz 11+ 2uxuy dx+ �('x � 1)u2x + 11+u2y�dy (2:7)where the integration over the boundary �noz of Gnoz is arried out in the ounterlok-wise diretion. From (2.7), due to the boundary onditions, we �nd�2 ZGnoz L0u � ux dxdy = ZGnoz 'xxu2xdxdy + Z 1�1[(1� 'x)u2x℄��x=0dy+ Z 1�1 �('x � 1)u2x + 11+u2y���x=lnozdy (2:8)where the left-hand side vanishes, while all the integrals in the right-hand side are non-negative. Therefore, eah of the integrals vanishes, and 'xxu2x = 0 a.e. in Gnoz . Sine'xx > 0, we obtain ux = 0. Due to u(0; y) = 0, one arrives at u(x; y) = 0 a.e. in Gnoz3. Solvability of a basi problemIn Setions 3 and 4, we treat a more general equation as ompared to (2.5):Lu := k(x; y)uxx + [a(x; y)uy℄y � �(x; y)ux + (x; y)u = f(x; y) (3:1)in the retangle G = n(x; y) 2 R2 : 0 < x < l and � 1 < y < 1o:Suppose that a(x; y) � Æ > 0 in Gk(0; y) > 0k(l; y) > 0 ) at � 1 � y � 19>>=>>; (3:2)i.e. the type of equation (3.1) is ellipti on both the right- and the left-hand sides ofthe retangle G, while the type may be variable in G and at y = �1; 0 < x < l (seeFigure 2). We notie that the x-axis plays the same role in the ase of equation (3.1)as the t-axis in (1.1). Atually, one an redue equation (3.1) to (1.1) by substituting tfor x and �x for y.The boundary onditions are:u(0; y) = 0 for � 1 < y < 1ux(l; y) = 0 for � 1 < y < 1uy(x;�1) = 0 for 0 < x < l: 9>=>; (3:3)



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 733

Figure 2We suppose that the oeÆients of equation (3.1) are smooth enough: k; a 2 C3( �G) and�;  2 C2( �G).Theorem 2. Let inequalities (3:2) and2�� kx � Æ > 0ax � 0 � 0x � 0
9>>>>=>>>>; (3:4)hold in the domain G. Then there exists a unique solution u 2 W 2;2(G) of problem(3:1); (3:3) for all f 2W 1;2(G). If, in addition,2�� 3kx � Æ > 02�� 5kx � Æ > 0) (3:5)in G and f 2 W 3;2(G), then the solution belongs to W 4;2(Gin) where Gin = G \ fx :� < x < l � �g for any small � > 0.Theorem 2 was proved with di�erent methods in [6, 7, 15℄. Below we use the methodof singular perturbations desribed in [15℄. However, we modify the proof and employsimpler ut-o� funtions.Proof of Theorem 2. First, let us establish the estimatekuxk0 � mkLuk0 (3:6)



734 A. G. Kuz'minvalid for any funtion u 2W 2;2(G) satisfying the boundary onditions (3.3), where k�k0is the norm of the spae L2(G) and m > 0. Integrating Lu �ux over G and using Green'sformula, one obtains�2 ZG Lu � ux dG = ZG �(2�+ kx)u2x � axu2y + xu2�dG+ Z� �2auxuy dx� �ku2x � au2y + u2�dy� (3:7)where dG = dxdy and � is the boundary of G. Due to (3.3), identity (3.7) redues to�2 ZG Lu � ux dG = ZG �(2�+ kx)u2x � axu2y + xu2� dG+ Z 1�1(au2y � u2)��x=l dy + Z 1�1(ku2x)��x=0 dy: (3:8)Using onditions (3.2), (3.4) and omitting the non-negative terms on the right-handside, we �nd �2 ZG Lu � ux dG � ZG(2�+ kx)u2xdG � Æ ZG u2xdG:The left-hand side an be estimated with Young's inequality as1 kLuk20 + kuxk20 � �2 ZG Lu � ux dG � Æ ZG u2xdG (3:9)where  is a positive parameter. At  < Æ, inequality (3.9) yields estimate (3.6), whihproves the uniqueness of the solution to problem (3.1), (3.3).In order to prove the existene of the solution, we insert the term "uxxx into equation(3.1) and pose an extra ondition at x = 0 :L"u � "uxxx + Lu = f (" > 0) (3:10)u(0; y) = ux(0; y) = 0ux(l; y) = 0) (3:11)uy(x;�1) = 0 (3:12)An approximate solution uN;" of problem (3.10) - (3.12) is sought in Galerkin's form[18: Setion 4.3℄ uN;"(x; y) = NXi=1XN;"i (x)Yi(y) (3:13)where fYigNi=1 is a omplete system in W 2;2(�1; 1) whih is orthonormal in L2(�1; 1).The funtions XN;"i are to be found from the relations R 1�1(L"uN;"� f)Yjdy = 0 whihredue toZ 1�1 h�"uN;"xxx + kuN;"xx � �uN;"x + uN;" � f�Yj � auN;"y � (Yj)yidy = 0 (3:14)



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 735if one integrates by parts the term (auN;"y )yYj and omits (auN;"y Yj)��y=�1 in view of(3.12).Relations (3.14) are a system of third-order ordinary di�erential equations withrespet to XN;"i . Boundary onditions at x = 0 and x = l are presribed aording to(3.11) by XN;"i (0) = dXN;"idx ����x=0 = dXN;"idx ����x=l = 0: (3:15)The a priori estimate kuN;"k21 + "kuN;"xx k20 � mkfk20 (3:16)is true where k � kp = k � kWp;2(G) is the norm of the spae W p;2(G). Hereafter wedenote by m > 0 onstants whih are independent of uN;" and may be di�erent indi�erent formulae. In order to prove (3.16), we multiply eah of equations (3.14) bye��x(XN;"j )x (� > 0), then sum up the results from 1 to N , and integrate with respetto x from 0 to l. This yields the relationZG h�"uN;"xxx + kuN;"xx � �uN;"x + uN;"�uN;"x � auN;"y uN;"xy ie��xdG= ZG fuN;"x e��xdG:From the latter, (3.16) an be derived in the same way as (3.6) from (3.7). Estimate(3.16) proves the uniqueness of the solution to problem (3.14), (3.15). The uniquenessensures the existene of the solution to the system of N third-order equations endowedwith 3N boundary onditions, as known from the theory of linear ordinary di�eren-tial equations. Moreover, the solution XN;"i belongs to C4[0; l℄ due to the smoothnessonditions imposed for the oeÆients of equation (3.1). Thus, the existene of theapproximate solution (3.13) is established.Consider the sequene uN;" as N ! 1. Owing to (3.16), the norm kuN;"k1 isbounded uniformly in N . Therefore, due to the weak ompatness of a bounded set inthe Hilbert spae, there exists a subsequene with a weak limit u" 2W 1;2(G). In orderto prove that u" is a solution of equation (3.10), we multiply eah of equations (3.14)by a funtion �j 2 C1(0; l) vanishing in the viinities of x = 0 and x = l, then sumup from j = 1 to j = N , and integrate with respet to x from 0 to l. This yields theidentity ZG h�"uN;"xxx + kuN;"xx � �uN;"x + uN;" � f��N � auN;"y �Ny idG = 0 (3:17)where �N (x; y) =PNj=1 �j(x)Yj(y). Now we pass to the above mentioned subsequeneof uN;", integrate by parts the �rst and seond terms in (3.17), and set N !1 to getZG h"u"x�xx � u"x(k�)x � au"y�y + (��u"x + u" � f)�idG = 0: (3:18)



736 A. G. Kuz'minRelation (3.18) is valid for any funtion � 2 W 1;2(G) vanishing at x = 0 and x = l.Consequently, u" is a weak solution to equation (3.10) [18: Setion 4.3℄. That solutionsatis�es the boundary onditions (3.11), beause u"xx 2 L2(G) due to (3.16), therefore,traes of u" and u"x at x = onst belong to L2(�1; 1) and satisfy the same onditions atx = 0 and x = l as uN;" and uN;"x do owing to (3.15). The boundary ondition (3.12) isinvolved in (3.18) as veri�ed below (see (3.23)). Hene, u" is a weak solution to problem(3.10) - (3.12).Now, let us onsider a sequene u" = u"(x; y) as " ! 0. Due to (3.16), the normku"k1 is bounded uniformly in ". Therefore, there exists a subsequene with a weaklimit u0 2 W 1;2(G). This limit is a weak solution of the mixed type equation (3.1),as seen from (3.18) with " = 0, and it vanishes along with u" on the left-hand side ofG : u0(0; y) = 0. In order to prove that the Neumann ondition u0x(l; y) = 0 holds onthe right-hand side of G, we need to use the estimateku"xkW 1;2(Gl��) � mkfk0 (3:19)where Gl�� = G \ fx : l � � < x < lg. The validity of (3.19) is established in Setion4 with a tehnique of ut-o� funtions in the same way as in the theory of elliptiequations. Estimate (3.19) shows that u0x = 0 along with u"x = 0 at x = l.In order to prove the regularity of the obtained solution, i.e. u0 2W 2;2(G), we needone more estimate ku"xxkL2(Gin) � mkfk1 (3:20)where Gin = G \ fx : � < x < l � �g. The validity of (3.20) under the additionalondition 2�� kx � Æ > 0 will be established in Setion 5. In the strip G� = G \ fx :0 < x < �g adjaent to the left-hand side of G, the type of equation (3.1) is ellipti,therefore u0 2W 1;2(G�) yields [18℄u0 2W 2;2(G�): (3:21)By ombining (3.19) - (3.21), we �nd u0xx 2 L2(G). This enables one to represent (3.18)at " = 0 in the formZG hu0xx�� au0y�y + (ku0xx � u0xx � �u0x + u0 � f)�idG = 0: (3:22)Having denoted by � ~f the underlined terms, one an interpret u0 as a weak solution ofthe equation uxx + (auy)y = ~f 2 L2(G). On the other hand, the latter equation underthe boundary onditions (3.3) has a solution ~u 2 W 2;2(G) as follows from the theoryof equations of the ellipti type [18℄. Beause of the uniqueness in W 1;2(G), we obtainu0 � ~u 2 W 2;2(G). As a onsequene, the seond term in (3.22) an be integrated byparts: ZG �ku0xx + (au0y)y � �u0x + u0 � f��dG+ Z l0 (au0y�)��x=�1dx� Z l0 (au0y�)��x=1dx = 0: (3:23)



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 737Due to the arbitrariness in the hoie of � 2 W 1;2(G) we onlude that equation (3.1)and the boundary ondition u0y(x;�1) = 0 are satis�ed a.e.We notie that estimate (3.20) is not valid over the whole domain G uniformly in ".Hene, the boundary ondition u"x(0; y) = 0 is lost with respet to u0 so that only theondition u0(0; y) = 0 is true (see Figure 3). Consequently, the "visous solutions" u"do not onverge to u0 in the norm k � kW 2;2(G).One an prove that u0 2W p;2(Gin) (p = 3; 4) using a priori estimatesku"xxxkL2(Gin) � mkfk2ku"xxxxkL2(Gin) � mkfk3) (3:24)whih are similar to (3.20) and valid under onditions (3.5). However, the third andfourth order derivatives of u0 are not, in general, square integrable over the entire Gbeause of singularities at the orner points (verties) of the retangle G

Figure 34. A proof of estimate (3.19)Sine k(x; y) > 0 at x = 0 and x = l, one an hoose a small � > 0 so that k(x; y) > 0in the strips 0 � x � 2� and l � 2� � x � l; jyj � 1. Consider a non-negative ut-o�funtion � 2 C1[0; l℄ vanishing at x � l � 2� and equal to e�x at l � � � x � l where� > 0 is large enough so that ax� + a�x � 0 at x = l. Let us multiply (3.14) by�(XN;"j )xx, then sum up over j from 1 to N , and integrate with respet to x from 0 tol. In this way we arrive atZG h�"wxxx + kwxx � �wx + w � f�wxx � awywxxyi� dG = 0 (4:1)



738 A. G. Kuz'minwhere w denotes the approximate solution uN;" for brevity. Relation (4.1) an berepresented in the formZG fwxx� dG = ZG h "2 (w2xx)x + kw2xx � �wxwxx + wwxx � awywxxyi� dG: (4:2)Integrating by parts the �rst and the last terms in the right-hand side and taking intoonsideration that wxy(l; y) = 0 due to (3.15), one obtainsZG fwxx� dG= Z 1�1 "2w2xx(l; y)�(l) dy+ ZG h� "2�xw2xx + k�w2xx � ��wxwxx + �wwxx + (a�wy)xwxyidG (4:3)� ZG h� "2�xw2xx + k�w2xx � ��wxwxx + �wwxx + (a�)xwywxy + a�w2xyidG:The integral R �� "2�xw2xx℄ dG an be estimated by kfk20 in view of (3.16):ZG fwxx� dG+mkfk20� ZG hk�w2xx + a�w2xy � ��wxwxx + �wwxx + (a�)xwywxyidG: (4:4)Integrating by parts the last three terms in (4.4), we �ndZG fwxx� dG+mkfk20� 12 Z 1�1(a�)xw2y��x=ldy+ ZG hk�w2xx + a�w2xy + 12(��)xw2x � (�w)xwx � 12 (a�)xxw2yidG: (4:5)
The �rst integral in the right-hand side is non-negative due to the hoie of � and anbe omitted. The terms involving the �rst-order derivatives of w an be estimated bykfk20 owing to (3.16). That is why (4.5) redues toZG fwxx� dG+mkfk20 � ZG �k�w2xx + a�w2xy� dG (4:6)(we reall that m > 0 is independent of w and may be di�erent in di�erent formulae).Using Young's inequality in the left-hand side, we obtain12 ZG f2dG+ 2 ZG w2xx�2dG+mkfk20 � ZG �k�w2xx + a�w2xy� dG: (4:7)



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 739Sine � � 0 at x � l� 2�, the integration in the right-hand side is virtually arried outover the strip Gl�2� = G \ fx : x > l � 2�g. In this strip, k � kmin > 0, therefore wearrive at the estimate12 kfk20 +mkfk20 � ZGl�2� �(kmin� � 12�2)w2xx + a�w2xy�dG: (4:8)The parameter  > 0 an be hosen small enough to provide kmin� � 12�2 > 0, henemkfk20 � ZGl�� [w2xx + w2xy ℄ dG: (4:9)The latter means kwxkW 1;2(Gl��) � mkfk0 (4:10)where Gl�� = G \ fx : x > l � �g. Realling that w = uN;" and setting N !1, from(4.10) we get (3.19).5. A proof of estimate (3.20)Let � and w be the same as in the previous setion. We hoose now a non-negative ut-o� funtion � 2 C1[0; l℄ that equals unity at � � x � l�� and vanishes at 0 � x � 12�and l � 12� � x � l. Let us multiply (3.14) by �(XN;"j )xxx, then sum up from 1 to N ,and integrate with respet to x from 0 to l. In this way, we obtainZG h�"wxxx + kwxx � �wx + w � f�wxxx � awywxxxyi� dG = 0; (5:1)i.e. ZG fwxxx� dG= ZG h"w2xxx + kwxxwxxx � �wxwxxx + wwxxx � awywxxxyi� dG: (5:2)By omitting the term "w2xxx and integrating by parts the others, due to �(0) = �(l) = 0we arrive at the estimate� ZG(f�)xwxxdG� ZG h� 12 (k�)xw2xx + (�wx�)xwxx � (w�)xwxx � (awy�)xxwxyi dG: (5:3)Owing to the hoie of �, the derivatives �x and �xx vanish over G exept for two stripsG \ fx : 12� < x < �g and G \ fx : l � � < x < l � 12�g in whih k � kmin > 0. Theintegrals over the seond strip an be estimated by invoking inequality (4.10), whilethose over the �rst strip an be estimated using a similar inequality obtained in the



740 A. G. Kuz'minsame way as (4.10) with a ut-o� funtion that vanishes at x � 14� and x � 32�. Then(5.3) yields� ZG fxwxx� dG+mkfk20� ZG h� 12kxw2xx + (�wx)xwxx � (w)xwxx � (awy)xxwxyi� dG: (5:4)Now we use the ondition 2�� kx � Æ > 0 valid due to (3.4):� ZG fxwxx� dG+mkfk20 � ZG h 12Æw2xx + �xwxwxx � (xw + wx)wxx� (axxwy + 2axwxy + awxxy)wxyi� dG: (5:5)Integrating by parts the underlined terms in the right-hand side and estimating theterms with �x again by kfk20, we get� ZG fxwxx� dG+mkfk20� 12 ZG hÆw2xx � �xxw2x + 2(xw)xwx + xw2x + axxxw2y � 3axw2xyi� dG: (5:6)The integral of the terms involving �rst order derivatives of w an be estimated byinvoking (3.16). Also, we notie that ax � 0 due to onditions (3.4). That is why (5.6)redues to � ZG fxwxx� dG+mkfk20 � Æ2 ZGw2xx� dG: (5:7)Using Young's inequality in the left-hand side, we �nd12 kfxk20 + 2 kwxx�k20 +mkfk20 � Æ2 ZG w2xx� dG: (5:8)At  � 12Æ, the seond term is less than half the right-hand side:mkfk21 � Æ4 ZGw2xx� dG: (5:9)Sine � = 1 in the subdomain Gin = G \ fx : � < x < l � �g, we obtainkwxxkL2(Gin) � mkfk1 (5:10)where w = uN;". At N !1, (5.10) yields (3.20).



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 7416. Solvability of the transoni ow problem (2.3), (2.4)Let us pass to the nonlinear perturbation problem (2.3) - (2.4). By using the solvabil-ity of the linear problem established in Theorem 2, we shall onstrut a sequene ofapproximate solutions and prove its onvergene in an appropriate Sobolev spae withthe priniple of ontrative mappings.Theorem 3. Assume that ' 2W 6;2(Gnoz) is a given funtion suh that 'x(0; y) <1; 'x(lnoz; y) > 1 and in addition 'xx � Æ > 0 in Gnoz. Then for any perturbation f�vanishing in the viinity of x = 0 and having suÆiently small norm kf�kW 3;2(0;lnoz)there exists a solution u 2 W 4;2(Gnoz) of the nonlinear problem (2:3); (2:4). Thatsolution is unique in the lass of funtions kukW 3;2(Gnoz) < r where r depends on ' andGnoz.Proof. We employ the approah outlined in [16℄. The solution will be onstrutedthrough the following iteration sheme:(1� 'x + gi)u(i+1)xx � 'xxu(i+1)x + 11+u(i+1)yy = 0 (6:1)gi = u(i)x (i 2 N); g0 � 0under the boundary onditions (2.4). The proof is split into four steps.Step 1. The linear problem (2.4), (2.5) an be easily redued to the problem for thenon-homogeneous equationLgu := (1� 'x + g)uxx � 'xxux + 11+uyy = f 2W 3;2(Gnoz) (6:2)given in Gnoz and endowed with the homogeneous boundary onditionsu(0; y) = 0uy(x;�1) = 0) (6:3)Indeed, one an obtain this by substituting u + û for u in (2.4), (2.5) where û =14f+(x)(1+ y)2� 14f�(x)(1� y)2 is a funtion satisfying the boundary onditions (2.4).Equation (6.2) oinides with (3.1) in the speial ase k = 1�'x+g; � = 'xx; a =11+ ;  � 0. Obviously, the expressions2�+ kx = 'xx + gx2�� 3kx = 5'xx � 3gx 2�� kx = 3'xx � gx2�� 5kx = 7'xx � 5gx) (6:4)are positive at suÆiently small g due to 'xx � Æ > 0 inGnoz . In order to apply Theorem2, we need to modify problem (6.2), (6.3) so as to gain the ellipti type of the equation onthe right-hand side of a retangle as well as on the left-hand side. Let us hoose l > lnozand prolong the funtions '; f; g into the domain f(x; y) : lnoz < x < l and �1 < y < 1gin suh a way that 'x(l; y) < 1; ' 2 W 6;2(G); f 2 W 3;2(G) and (6.4) remain true inthe extended domain G = f(x; y) : 0 < x < l and � 1 < y < 1g. Sine 'x(l; y) < 1,



742 A. G. Kuz'minthe type of equation (6.2) is ellipti on the right-hand side of G at suÆiently small g.That is why we presribe the boundary onditionux(l; y) = 0 (6:5)in addition to (6.3). As seen, in the extended domain G, the oeÆients of equation(6.2) satisfy all the inequalities required in Theorem 2. The ondition ' 2 W 6;2(G)yields 'x 2 C3( �G) due to the imbedding theorems for the two-dimensional domain[1℄. Therefore, at g � 0 the oeÆients of (6.2) are smooth enough, and Theorem 2establishes the existene of a solution u 2W 2;2(G)\W 4;2(Gin) to problem (6.2), (6.3),(6.5). The restrition of u to the subdomain Gnoz gives a solution to problem (6.2),(6.3). Theorem 1 ensures the uniqueness of the solution u 2 W 2;2(Gnoz) \W 4;2(Gin)obtained in the ase g � 0.Step 2. The ondition of vanishing f�(x) in the viinity of x = 0 yields f(x; y) � 0near the left-hand side of G and provides u 2 W 4;2(Gnoz). In order to prove thelatter, we use the even prolongation of u 2W 2;2(Gnoz) and smooth prolongation of theoeÆients of (6.2) aross the segments y = �1; 0 � x � �, where � is small enough,into domains 1 < jyj < 1 + �; 0 < x < � (see Figure 2, in whih the upper domain isindiated by the dashed segments). By formal di�erentiation of (6.2) with respet toy, we �nd that uy is a weak solution of Dirihlet's problem for the equation of elliptitype L0uy = �f in the strip 0 < x < �; jyj < 1 + �, where �f is square-integrable. Aweak solution of suh a problem is neessarily regular [18℄, hene uy 2W 2;2(G�); G� =f(x; y) : 0 < x < � and jyj < 1g.Similarly, the seond di�erentiation of (6.2) shows that uyy 2 W 2;2(G�). Thenequation (6.2) provides uxx 2 W 2;2(G�), onsequently u 2 W 4;2(G�). Taking intoonsideration that u 2 W 4;2(Gin), where Gin and G� an overlap, one obtains u 2W 4;2(Gnoz).Step 3. In the ase 0 6� g 2 W 3;2(Gnoz), whih is ruial to the validity of sheme(6.1), the oeÆient in front of uxx in (6.2) does not belong to C3( �Gnoz). However,g 2 C1( �Gnoz) due to imbedding theorems [1℄. Therefore, the assertion of Theorem2 in the part of the existene of the solution u 2 W 2;2(G) remains valid, beauseestimate (3.20) is true at k 2 C1( �G), as seen from inequality (5.4) whih does not involvehigher order derivatives of k. Consequently, there exists the solution u 2W 2;2(Gnoz) ofproblem (6.2), (6.3) owing to the arguments of Step 1.In order to prove that the solution belongs toW 4;2(Gnoz) in the ase g 2W 3;2(Gnoz)we �rst validate a priori estimateskukWp;2(Gnoz) � mkLgukWp�1;2(Gnoz) (p = 1; 2; 3; 4; m > 0) (6:6)for suÆiently small kgkW 3;2(Gnoz) and any funtion u 2W p;2(Gnoz) satisfying boundaryonditions (6.3) and suh that Lgu 2W p�1;2(Gnoz) and Lgu � 0 in the viinity of x = 0.The validity of (6.6) at p = 1 follows from the analysis of the integral RGnoz Lgu�uxe�xdGsimilar to (2.8). Let us prove that (6.6) is true at p = 4 if it holds at p = 1; 2; 3. Theondition 'x(0; y) < 1 provides 'x < 1 in the strip 0 � x � 4�; jyj � 1 at suÆientlysmall � > 0. Consider a non-negative ut-o� funtion � 2 C1[0; l℄ vanishing at fx � �g



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 743and equal to unity at fx � 2�g. It an be easily heked that the funtion ~u = �usatis�es the equationLg~u = ~f := �Lgu+ (1� 'x + g)(�xxu+ 2�xux)� 'xx�xu 2W 3;2(Gnoz):By di�erentiating Lg~u = ~f twie with respet to x, we obtain(1� 'x + g)(~uxx)xx � 3'xx(~uxx)x + 11+ (~uxx)yy= ~fxx � gxx~uxx � 2gx~uxxx + 3'xxx~uxx + 'xxxx~ux: (6:7)Hene, ~uxx an be onsidered as a solution of the seond order equation that only di�ersfrom (6.2) by the multiplier 3 in front of 'xx, whih does not inuene the validity of(6.6). In addition, ~uxx satis�es the boundary onditions (6.3), beause ~uxx = 0 atx � �. That is why one an use (6.6) with p = 2 in order to estimate k~uxxkW 2;2(Gnoz)by the right-hand side of (6.7):k~uxxk2 � m ~fxx � gxx~uxx � 2gx~uxxx + 3'xxx~uxx + 'xxxx~ux1 (6:8)where k � kp denotes k � kWp;2(Gnoz). Due to Remark presented below, the seond andthird terms in the right-hand side of (6.8) an be estimated askgxx~uxxk1 � mkgxxk1k~uxxk2 � mkgk3k~uxxk2kgx~uxxxk1 � mkgxk2k~uxxxk1 � mkgk3k~uxxk2)where m > 0 may as usual be di�erent in di�erent formulae. Therefore, under suÆ-iently small kgk3, inequality (6.8) redues tok~uxxk2 � mk ~fxx + 3'xxx~uxx + 'xxxx~uxk1: (6:9)Sine 'xxx 2 C1( �Gnoz), the seond and third terms on the right-hand side of (6.9) anbe estimated by (6.6) with p = 3 and p = 2. Then the equation Lg~u = ~f makes itpossible to estimate k~uyyk2 by k~uxxk2, and we arrive at k~uk4 � mk ~fk3. Realling that� = 1 and ~u = u at x � 2�, we obtainkukW 4;2(Gnoz\fx:x>2�g) � mk ~fk3: (6:10)A similar inequality kukW 4;2(Gnoz\fx:x<3�g) � mkLguk3 holds due to the ellipti typeof the operator Lgu at 0 � x � 4� and the onsiderations of Step 2. By ombining thetwo inequalities, we get (6.6) with p = 4.Remark. For u 2 W 2;2(G) and v 2 W 1;2(G), the estimate kuvk1 � mkuk2kvk1 is true.Indeed, kuvk21 = ZG ˆ(uxv + uvx)2 + (uyv + uvy)2 + u2v2˜dG� 2 ZG `u2xv2 + u2v2x + u2yv2 + u2v2y´dG+ ZG u2v2dG� 2 ZG(u2x + u2y)v2dG+ 2“maxG u”2kvk21� 2ku2x + u2yk0kv2k0 +mkuk22kvk21� mkuk22kvk21



744 A. G. Kuz'minowing to multipliative inequalities [1, 18℄, whih yield for a retangle Gkv2k0 = kvk2L4(G) � mkvk1kvk0 � mkvk21;onsequently ku2x + u2yk0 � mkuk22 where the onstants m > 0 are independent of u and v.Now, we use (6.6) in order to prove that the solution u 2 W 2;2(Gnoz) of problem(6.2), (6.3) belongs to W 4;2(Gnoz). Let us approximate g in the norm k � kW 3;2(Gnoz) bya sequene gj 2 C3( �Gnoz) (j 2 N). The equations(1� 'x + gj)uxx � 'xxux + 11+uyy = f (6:11)endowed with boundary onditions (6.3) have solutions uj 2 W 4;2(Gnoz) due to theresult of Step 2. These solutions are bounded in the norm k � k4 owing to (6.6). Hene,there exists a subsequene with a weak limit û 2 W 4;2(Gnoz). On the other hand, thesequene uj onverges to the solution u 2 W 2;2(Gnoz), beause by subtrating (6.11)from (6.2), one obtains Lg(u� uj) = (gj � g)ujxx;thereforeku� ujk2 � mkLg(u� uj)k1 = mk(gj � g)ujxxk1 ! 0 as j !1:That is why u = û 2W 4;2(Gnoz).Step 4. Sheme (6.1) implies solving a sequene of problems (6.1), (2.4) for gi 2Br = fg 2 W 3;2(Gnoz) : kgk3 < rg. On aount of Step 3, the solutions u(i+1) exist ifthe radius r of the ball Br is small enough. Then sheme (6.1) an be represented in theform gi+1 = Tgi, in whih the operator Tg is de�ned by Tg = ux for all g 2 Br where uis the solution of the equation Lgu = 0 under boundary onditions (2.4). Consequently,the nonlinear problem (2.4), (2.5) an be rewritten as g = Tg.Under suÆiently small kf�k, the operator Tg maps the ball Br into Br beausekTgk3 = kuxk3� kux � ûxk3 + kûxk3� mkfk3 + kûxk3� mk jf+j+ jf�j kW 3;2(0;lnoz)< r: (6:12)
Let us prove that the operator Tg is a ontrative one in the norm k � k1 if the radius ris small enough. Due to (6.6) with p = 2, one obtains for two elements g1 and g2kTg1 � Tg2k1 = ku1x � u2xk1 � ku1 � u2k2 � mkLg1(u1 � u2)k1: (6:13)From equation (2.5) we �ndLg1u1 � Lg2u2 = Lg1(u1 � u2) + (g1 � g2)u2xx = 0:



Solvability of a Boundary Value Problem 745Therefore, the right-hand side of (6.13) an be estimated bymk(g1 � g2)u2xxk1 � mkg1 � g2k1 ku2xxk2� mkg1 � g2k1 ku2xk3� mrkg1 � g2k1owing to (6.12). Hene, at r < 1m the operator Tg is a ontrative one. Then thepriniple of ontrative mappings shows that sequential approximations gi+1 = Tgi (i 2N0) onverge to the unique solution g 2 W 1;2(Gnoz) of the equation g = Tg. Onthe other hand, beause of the weak ompatness of Br, there exists a subsequenewhih weakly onverges to ĝ 2 W 3;2(Gnoz). Due to the uniqueness, one gets g = ĝ 2W 3;2(Gnoz). Then u = R x0 g dx is the solution of the nonlinear problem (2.3) - (2.4)Conlusion. A shok-free ow with subsoni-supersoni transition in a nozzle wasonsidered. A nonlinear perturbation problem for the von Karman equation was formu-lated and studied. The obtained results an ontribute to the analysis of �nite elementapproximations of transoni ow pursued in [2, 3, 20℄.Referenes[1℄ Adams, R. A.: Sobolev spaes. New York: Aademi Press 1975.[2℄ Berger, H.: A onvergent �nite element formulation for transoni ow. Num. Math. 56(1989), 425 { 447.[3℄ Berger, H., Warneke, G. and W. L. Wendland: Analysis of a FEM/BEM oupling methodfor transoni ow omputations. Math. of Comput. 66 (1997), 1407 { 1440.[4℄ Bers, L.: Mathematial aspets of subsoni and transoni gas dynamis. Surv. Appl.Math. 3 (1958), 1 { 208.[5℄ Cole, J. D. and L. P. Cook: Transoni Aerodynamis. Amsterdam: North-Holland Publ.Comp. 1986.[6℄ Dahev, G. D.: On the existene of smooth solutions of boundary value problems for alass of equations of mixed type. Di�. Equ. 27 (1991), 435 { 441.[7℄ Egorov, I. E.: Solvability of a boundary value problem for a high{order equation of mixedtype (in Russian). Di�. Uravn. 23 (1987), 1560 { 1567.[8℄ Feistauer, M. and J. Ne�as: On the solvability of transoni potential ow problems. Z.Anal. Anw. 4 (1985), 305 { 329.[9℄ Feistauer, M. and J. Ne�as: Visosity method in a transoni ow. Comm. Part. Di�.Equ. 13 (1988), 775 { 812.[10℄ Feistauer, M. and J. Ne�as: Remarks on the solvability of transoni ow problems. Man.Math. 61 (1988), 417 { 428.[11℄ Gamba, I.M. and C. S. Morawetz: A visous approximation for a 2-D steady semiondutoror transoni gas dynami ow: Existene theorem for potential ow. Comm. Pure Appl.Math. 49 (1996), 999 { 1049.[12℄ Gittel, H.-P.: A variational approah to boundary value problems for a lass of nonlinearsystems of mixed type. Z. Anal. Anw. 14 (1995), 575 { 591.
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